Theoretical kinetics studies on the reaction of CF₃CF═CF₂ with hydroxyl radical.
The potential energy surface for the reaction of hexafluoropropene with hydroxyl radical is explored by using BB1K density functional method. Single-point energy calculations are performed at CBS-Q level of theory. Semiclassical transition state theory and a modified strong collision/RRKM model are employed to calculate the thermal rate coefficients for the formation of major products as a function of temperature and pressure. It is revealed from the computed rate constants that the major product channels at low temperatures and high pressures are the formation of the primary adducts formed through OH addition to the double bond of CF3═CFCF2. At high temperatures and low pressures, however, many products arising from unimolecular decomposition of the chemically activated intermediates become important. P9A (CF3CFCOF + HF) and P7B (CF3COCF2 + HF) are dominant products at elevated temperatures. Semiclassical transition state theory is used to compute the overall high-pressure rate constants over the temperature range of 200-1500 K. The computed rate constants are in accordance with the available experimental data.